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INTRODUCING COPENHAGEN

Copenhagen is the capital city of 
Denmark. 

It is a walkable and green city with 
cutting edge architecture and cuisine 

and micro-distillery/winery. 

Rent a bike and ride around this 
seaside historic city. 

Peddle past the famous “Little 
Mermaid Statue”, visit its amusement 

parks or museums.
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THE VENUE
Øksnehallen

https://legacyeuropeantour.com/event/copenaghen-lms/

GENERAL INFORMATION

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
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GENERAL INFORMATION
  

Copenhagen LMS is going to be run in the Øksnehallen: it is 
an exhibition venue right by Halmtorvet in the district of 
Vesterbro. 

The building is more than a 100 years old. Nowadays it is 
used for all kinds of exhibitions, fairs and events. 
https://www.dgibyen.dk/en/meetings-and-conferences/facil
ities-equipment/oksnehallen/ 

The event will take place in the main - and only -  hall

Visit this link to see on Google Maps 
https://goo.gl/maps/bHrsgD1VUjjoFGrd8 
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
The following transit lines have routes that pass near Øksnehallen:

● Bus: 11, 23, 250S, 33, 68
● Flixbus stops nearby
● Train: A, B, C

Distances: 

● Metro: Rådhuspladsen St. - 4 min walk
● Bus: Hovedbanegården (Tietgensgade) - 5 min walk

Hovedbanegården (Istedgade) - 6 min walk
Trommesalen (Vesterbrogade) - 7 min walk
Hovedbanegården Tivoli (Bernstorffsgade) - 8 min walk

● Train stations: Vesterport St. (Togbus) - 6 min walk
København H - 11 min walk
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https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/11/45391473/5428420/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
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https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/33/732531/3201405/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/68/752634/5873714/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/A/781781/3513485/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/B/733296/3513499/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
https://moovitapp.com/danmark-2965/lines/C/733297/3203442/en?ref=1&poiType=site&customerId=4908
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Telephone country code: +45

Emergency numbers:

● Call (+45) 112 for life threatening emergencies and ask for the police, fire 
department or ambulance service. 

● Call (+45) 1813 for injuries or sudden illness and speak to a nurse or doctor, or to go 
to a hospital emergency department.

● Call (+45) 114 for police, when it is not an emergency.

Time zone during summer: Central European Summer Time (CEST), UTC+2
Time and date format: 24-hour clock (0:00 – 23:59), dd/mm/yy (or yyyy)
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LANGUAGE

The primary language is Danish
Denmark one of the European countries with the highest rate of English 
speakers, with 86% of the population speaking English as a second 
language.  

It’s also possible to rely on German as about half the population speaks 
this language.
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MONEY
Although Denmark is part of the European Union, the local  currency is 
the Krone (sign: kr.; plural: Kroner). 

You can pay with credit cards almost everywhere, and although there 
might be a 3 to 7% fee on foreign cards, it’s still one of the cheapest 
option. You might want  to pay in local currency to have your home 
bank do the conversion. 

1 kr. equals approximately 0.13 -0.14 EUR/USD

If you need to change money, you can do so at Copenhagen International 
Airport.  Once in the city, you can simply find an ATM run by a trusted 
operator. You may pay commissions, but you’ll still save money.

FOR EXCHANGE:

https://www.globalexchange.dk/en/copenhagen  (open 4am to 11pm)
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WEATHER

The weather in Copenhagen in August is usually rainy, 
possibly with cool winds.  It’s recommended to bring an 
Umbrella or rain poncho as well as a light jacket.

The temperature range tend to be pretty narrow, with 
highs of 21°C/70°F and lows of 17°C/62°F  (averaging 
around 19°C/66°F). 

In any case, keep in mind that August 2020 marked an 
all time record of 29°C/84°F.

In August, the sun rises approximately at 4:42 AM and 
sets around 7:45 P.M.
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ELECTRICITY VOLTAGE AND PLUGS

In Denmark the power plugs and sockets are of type C, E, F 
and K. The standard voltage is 230 V and the standard 
frequency is 50 Hz. You can use your electric appliances in 
Denmark, if the standard voltage in your country is in 
between 220 - 240V (as is in the UK, Europe, Australia and 
most of Asia and Africa).

If your devices are made only for 100V and 127V (such as in 
the US, Canada and most South American countries) you 
cannot use them and you will need a voltage converter.
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OTHER INFORMATION

Most shops operate according to the following schedule:

● 10AM to 6PM from Monday to Thursday

● 10AM to 7PM on Friday

● 10AM to 4PM on Saturday

● 12PM to 4PM on Sunday
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ARRIVING TO THE 
CITY
BY PLANE

BY TRAIN
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Copenhagen Kastrup Airport (CPH), is located just eight 
kilometers south of  the city center.

Trains between Copenhagen Central Station and the airport 
depart every ten minutes during the day and every 20 during 
the evening - taking about 15 minutes. Once at the Central 
Station, reaching the location is pretty easy: it’s possible to walk 
directly to the venue and it takes no more than 7 minutes to get 
there. 

From Copenhagen Central Station you find also connection to 
the rest of the city, and the country, by metro, train, S-train or 
bus.  See our Getting around Copenhagen section.

BY PLANE 
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A bus ride is as cheap as the train and Metro, but 
the ride is a lot longer. You can hop on bus 5C 
right outside Terminal 3, and it'll take you 35 
minutes to get to the central station. 

A cab ride is the most expensive way to get to 
and from the airport. To Copenhagen city centre 
it will cost around 250-350 kr. Taxi stands are 
located just outside terminal 3.

BY PLANE (cont.) 
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GETTING AROUND 
COPENHAGEN
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

TAXI

CAR
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Copenhagen’s public transport is very reliable, and the Metro, s-trains and 
buses (including waterbuses) can all be accessed with the same ticket.

You can buy your ticket in ticket machines, which accept the most 
common credit cards, or 7 Eleven kiosks at the train and metro stations. 
In Copenhagen Airport arrival hall and at Copenhagen Train Station there 
is a DSB ticket office as well as ticket machines.

The price of a ticket for one ride is around 3 euros. The most convenient 
solution is to buy the Copenhagen Card, which gives you unlimited rides: 
you can choose the duration of validity of the card (from 24 hours to 5 
days), it has an agreement with several restaurants and allows access to 
over 80 different attractions of Copenhagen. The costs of this card vary 
from a minimum of 60 euros to a maximum of 142 euros, and can be 
purchased online: https://copenhagencard.com/
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BY BUS

The seven A-buses lines are the primary bus services in the city 
center, arriving every 3-7 minutes during peak times (7:00AM to 
9:00AM  and 3:30PM to 5:30PM) and otherwise every 10 minutes 
before and after rush hour. They also operate at night with 
reduced frequency.

The are also eight S-buses (suburban buses with fewer stops) lines 
that drive every 5-10 minutes during rush hour and every 20 
minutes outside of rush hour. They operate between 06:00 in the 
morning and 01:00 at night.

Other regular route buses that operate throughout Copenhagen 
are indicated by the yellow lines in the map link below:

https://copenhagenmap360.com/copenhagen-bus-map 
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METRO
All three metro lines are in service 24/7, with trains departing 
every few minutes. The rides have reduced frequency at night, 
up to 20 minutes outside of the weekend. 

The ticket fares are divided in 4 zones, where zone 1 is the city 
center and zone 4 is the airport. The minimum full ticket 
always includes at least 2 zones. In addition, the journey to and 
from Copenhagen airport requires a ticket for 3 zones, 
including the departure zone. In order not to get lost and risk 
making mistakes, it’s always recommended to buy the 
Copenhagen Card.

The Copenhagen metro is absolutely barrier-free and 
promotes good mobility even for disabled people, especially in 
wheelchairs.
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TRAINS

The S-trains are a hybrid urban-suburban rail serving the Copenhagen urban area, except 
Amager. They run between 05:00 in the morning and 00:30 at night. Line F runs every 4-5 
minutes, line A, B, C and E run every 10 minutes, and line H and Bx run every 20 minutes.

On Friday and Saturday the trains run once an hour between 01:00 and 05:00, with line F running 
twice as often, every half hour.

For more infos, visit https://www.dsb.dk/en/travelling-in-the-cities/copenhagen/ 
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TAXI
Copenhagen has not been covered by Uber for a few years now, but the 
Taxi service is excellent, very punctual and very easy to find.

You can take one at the large parking lots outside each Airport 
terminal. They are also easily found at metro stops and in many 
dedicated areas in the main points of the city. Most taxi drivers speak 
English.

You can pay both in cash and by credit card; the average price of a ride 
from the airport to the center (about 10 km) varies from about 35 to 40 
euros.

● TAXA: +45 35353535 https://taxa.dk/en/ 
● VIGGO: + 45 92454647 https://www.viggo.com/ 
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CAR
Driving a car is not a popular choice in Copenhagen as the public transport is 
excellent, everybody cycles and parking is expensive.

All the major international car rental companies – Hertz, Avis, Sixt, Budget and 
Europcar – operate in Denmark and have offices at Copenhagen airport.

One thing non-Danes find quite hard to get used to is the number of cyclists on 
the roads. Denmark has countless cycle paths, bike lanes and cyclists of all 
ages, who cycle in all weathers. In many circumstances, cyclists have right of 
way. Keep a careful look out for cycle lanes when you’re turning right.

All cars in Denmark display a parking disc on the dashboard, and any car you 
rent will come equipped with one. They are used in parking areas where you 
can park for free for a limited amount of time (as dictated by the signs in the 
area). The disc is simply a “clock” where you set your arrival time, Remember 
to do so, or your car could be towed away.
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TOURIST 
ATTRACTIONS

The Little Mermaid Statue

Tivoli Gardens

Christiania

Nyhavn

The Royal Palaces
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The Little Mermaid Statue
This bronze statue, inaugurated in 1913, represents 
the Little Mermaid (danish: Den lille Havfrue), the 
main character of one of Hans Christian Andersen’s 
most famous books.

It’s located on the Langelinie waterfront of 
Copenaghen and it represents the little mermaid in 
the process of becoming human. 

Even if Copenhagen is known for this statue, some 
visitors seem to be disappointed after seeing it. 
Anyway you cannot miss to visit the symbol of the 
city!
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Tivoli Gardens
“Tivoli gardens” is the second most ancient amusement park of 
the world, survived till now from its opening in 1843 (The first 
one “Dyrehavsbakken” is in Denmark as well). It is very easy to 
find it because it’s located right in the center of Copenhagen.

It was built by the King to give danish people a fun and 
light-hearted distraction from the political issues of the country.

Inside tivoli you can find both old and classic as well as new and 
modern attractions. There are also shows, restaurants and kids 
areas.

Please note! The ticket to enter the park won't give you access to 
all the attractions. In fact every ride is paid separately.
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Christiania
Christiania is a very peculiar district. It was born when a 
group of hippies decided to occupy this area and built a “free 
town” inspired by the values   of freedom, sharing and peace. 
It’s one of the most popular destinations in Copenhagen.

Today it’s a self-proclaimed autonomous country with about 
one thousand citizens, it offers services such as post offices, 
first aid stations, playrooms.

Cars, weapons and hard drugs are strictly banned, but 
marijuana is allowed and it’s sold in the little kiosks of Pusher 
Street.

It’s a unique place to visit. Here you can admire the street art, 
visit the craft shops and attend the numerous cultural events 
organized by the inhabitants. 
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Nyhavn

The Nyhavn ("new Port") is the most 
photographed canal in Copenhagen. It dates 
back to the late 1600s and today is one of the 
most popular entertainment venues in the city.  
A lot of colorful and suggestive houses 
overlook the canal. Now they have become 
bars, cafes and restaurants.

Between 1845 and 1864, Hans Christian 
Andersen lived along the Nyhavn, at number 
67. Today you can find a memorial plaque 
highlighting the place.
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The Royal Palaces

Copenhagen is full of historic buildings to visit. 
Among these we find the Rosenborg castle, an 
ancient royal residence seat of the museum of the 
Danish royal collections, and surrounded by the 
wonderful Royal gardens.

Another palace not to be missed is the Amalienborg 
palace, the queen's winter residence and an 
important example of the Rococo style.

Finally, we cannot forget the Christiansborg Palace, 
the royal palace of Copenhagen, now the seat of the 
Danish Parliament.
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SPECIAL EVENTS IN 
THE LMS WEEKEND

Copenhagen Pride

Copenhagen Cooking and Food 
Festival
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Copenhagen Pride - 13/08 to 21/08
Where: Rådhuspladsen, Copenhagen, will be the centre of activities
Opening hours: For August 13 - 17 see link below. 
Thursday 18 August from 12 PM-11PM
Friday - Sunday, Aug 19-21 from 12PM-00AM

Description:
With more than 100 events, including the Parade, Copenhagen Pride 
returns for the first time since 2019. Additions for 2022 include a 
Children & Families area, a range of programming aimed at LGBTI+ 
young people, and Pride Art, a new queer art exhibition at Nytorv. 
Pride Square (Rådhuspladsen) will be the centre of activities and, on 
Friday 19 and Saturday 20 August, you can find interesting concerts.

For more information: https://www.copenhagenpride.dk/en
30
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Copenhagen Cooking and Food Festival - 19/08 to 28/08

Where: Israel Plads, Copenhagen

Description: If you love food you cannot miss the 
Copenhagen cooking and food festival. 

10 days full of tasty events, delicious food 
experiences and curiosities. Here you can try street 
food, cocktails, sushi, desserts and more particular 
experiences as the Jewish shabbat dinner.

For more infos: 
https://www.copenhagencooking.com/
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WHAT NOT TO 
MISS IN THE CITY
Shopping in Copenhagen

Food and Restaurants

Copenhagen by Night
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Shopping in Copenhagen

Start at Strøget, Europe's longest shopping street, which runs 
through the centre of the city. It's a good place to shop if you're 
looking for major international brands such as LEGO, H&M and 
also the Harrods of Danish design, Illums Bolighus. 

Hot tip: for the best Copenhagen shopping experience, don't miss 
the side streets off Strøget, and particularly the street Strædet that 
runs parallel to it, for unique boutiques and vintage shops. 

Nørrebro is a great place to find unique boutiques and vintage 
shops too - try Blågardsgade, Jægersborggade and Elmgade in 
particular. 

And for a taste of central Vesterbro, Istedgade is a delightful place 
to shop, with a mix of design stores, fashion boutiques, bakeries 
and second hand shops.
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https://www.visitdenmark.com/denmark/explore/stroget-pedestrianised-high-street-gdk603415
https://www.visitdenmark.com/denmark/explore/illums-bolighus-gdk412280
https://www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen/neighbourhoods/street-guide-blagardsgade
https://www.visitdenmark.com/denmark/explore/jaegersborggade-gdk414342
https://www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen/neighbourhoods/best-streets-norrebro
https://www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen/neighbourhoods/street-guide-authentic-vesterbro-vibes-istedgade


Stegt flæsk is the Danish national dish, officially 
elected by the Danes as the traditional recipe par 
excellence. 
It’s crispy pork accompanied by boiled potatoes and 
parsley sauce. 
A dish of ancient origins, very caloric and tasty. In 
the past, pork was fried, but today it is generally 
baked in the oven and sliced   bacon is used.

Where to eat: Restaurant Klubben -> 
https://www.restaurant-klubben.dk/ 

Food and Restaurants - Stegt flæsk
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Food and Restaurants - Smørrebrød

One of the traditional Danish lunch are the open-faced 
sandwiches known as smørrebrød. Smørrebrød are slices 
of rye bread filled with different kinds of toppings, such as 
pickled herring, potato slices, or roast beef.

Many restaurants throughout Copenhagen have some kind 
of smørrebrød on their lunch menus, and you can also buy it 
in places like Torvehallerne (often referred to as "the glass 
markets").
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Copenhagen is also known for its exquisite desserts, among 
which Wienerbrød stands out, an absolute masterpiece of 
Danish pastry.

 The recipe, as the name suggests (Wienerbrød means 
"Vienna bread") was imported by some Austrian 
confectioners during the Danish bakers' strike of 1850. 

Today the dessert is considered one of the musts of 
Copenhagen gastronomy. 

Where to eat: Conditori La Glace -> https://laglace.dk/ 
                           The Bridge Street Kitchen -> https://broensgadekoekken.dk/en/about/ 

Food and Restaurants - Wienerbrød
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A few decades ago Denmark’s immigration policy was less 
strict than today, and many refugees were able to make a 
fresh start here. 

The country gave shelter to a lot of asylum seekers from 
Turkey and Pakistan, many of which opened their own 
restaurants and brought a taste of their homelands to 
Copenhagen.

Durum shawarma (chicken, beef or lamb), one of the most 
popular dishes, is made according to the original recipe with 
fresh ingredients.

Where to eat: Shawarma Grill house -> https://www.shawarmagrillhouse.dk/
                           Kebabistan -> https://restaurantguru.com/Kebabistan-Copenhagen-3 

Food and Restaurants - Durum Shawarma
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Copenhagen burgers are very tasty and inviting, one of 
the best street food in Europe.

“Gasoline Grill” is a burger stand perched on the 
platform of a train station, and there are several outlets 
across Copenhagen, and they also have veggie options.

For more info: https://www.gasolinegrill.com/

Food and Restaurants - Burgers
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Other suggested restaurants near the venue

“Burger Garage Vesterbro”
Where: Halmtorvet 18, 1700 København, 
Copenhagen (3 minutes walk from the venue)

Opening hours: from Mondays to Saturdays 
(11AM-9PM), on Sundays (12AM-9PM).

Description: Perfect for hamburgers or salads, you 
can find sweet potato fries or vegetarian options 
here. All dishes are available for take away. 
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Other suggested restaurants near the venue

“Vesterbro's original burgerrestaurant”
Where: Istedgade 36, 1650 København, Copenhagen (5 minutes walk 
from the venue)

Opening hours: open everyday from 4PM to 9PM.

Description: Here you can have burgers or different types of french 
fries. If you prefer sweet, you can try a milkshake from the menu. If you 
take away your meal you will receive a 10% discount. 
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In addition to the park's tons of thrilling rides and roller 
coasters, Tivoli Gardens also offers great restaurants and 
drinks, well-manicured gardens and trails, and also 
boasts some impressive venues that host a variety of 
artistic and cultural performances.

From Sunday to Thursday, Tivoli operates until 11pm 
and remains open until midnight on Fridays and 
Saturdays.

 For info: https://www.tivoli.dk/en/ 

Copenhagen by Night - Roller Coasters at Tivoli Gardens
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Copenhagen by Night - Cafè Nemoland
Located within Copenhagen's famous hippie enclave 
Christiania, Nemoland is a beer garden, café, and live 
music venue. Open until midnight during the week and 
3am on weekends, Nemoland is the perfect place to sit, 
enjoy hearty food, local beers and live music 
performances.

Nemoland is especially inviting on Sunday evenings 
starting around 6pm, when free live concerts are held 
on their outdoor stage.

 For info: https://nemoland.dk/ 
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LOCAL RECOMMENDATIONS
- Try the Meatpacking district for a night out for local food and beer.

- Visit the Postcard canal of Ny Havn and the small street food market of Broens Gadekokken.

- Visit the game store in the city center at Huset called Bastard Cafe

- To see the panorama of the city try Copenhill, the powerplant in the city with a ski-slope, hiking trail, beer bars and the 
tallest artificial climbing wall in the world.

- Try to get out of town to the royal deer park of Klampenborg and with the world’s oldest amusement park inside.
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